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ABSTRACT.  ^rii(  ^ pti])Ot‘ i(^])ovN Iho moawiui.’m(‘jiiB <>n tlio crystiilH of tlio sultn
of l(5lraliedmUy oo-onimatod OuiH-, \ i 2 + and (5u-l lojis in ( 'u lS l'U . NiBr4  and
0 o(V3  OI5  ms|)(M‘1iv(0y hotw(-(‘ii .SOO'lv mid 90'dv. Tlio imjirovod mol hods of nw’Hsiiroraonts 
of mapnotif nniHotropv and moan susoi'jAibihly hav(  ^ betai dosoriliod in short Tla* rosulls 
havo boon cxpLuuod on ilje basis of rofimsl lipa,nd llehi 1 hooiios of Ihoso aais devolopod 
reoontly liy Hoso c t  al (19fi5), biknu!: Iho bolp <d fho- optioal and pa.rama.pnotio rosonaiao 
studios. I t  fias boon shown th a t llai oxporimontal n^sults oa.n not bo full> o\])lainod on tho 
basis of iho m\orsion of Slark palli'in  alono bat Jia\o to Ix’ considonMl apainst iho liack- 
prouinJ of pmsi'iit K'fiiK'd t Ikmu'ios \N Inch bilvo uil<» considorat ion tho conJipuralional intorac- 
tion, o \ o t U ] j of the lipand a.nd metal ehaigc clouds and the variation of Oio crystalhno 
ojoclnc fiohl with temporal uro
i i\ T O D I' <^T 1 0 N
Magnetic anisotropy and susco])til)ility of oetalieilrally co-ordiiiat(^d ionic 
(ioin])lcxes of iron group of salts Lav(’ b(‘(ai voi \ cxtensivtdy studied in our labora­
tory and elscwluMV (Krislmaii el al I03S, Mooklnaji, JUdb, Bos(  ^ 1947,
1048; Guiui, 1 Obi, Jackson, 1027) to elucidate the various aspects of erystalliiie 
clcctri(j field theory. But vmy little work seems to havo bi‘on done on tho 
tetrahedrally t50-07‘diiiated salts (exeejit (^otJsotJ  ^ and CoCsgdg, Krishnan and 
Mooklierji, lOllS; Boso, 1048) altlioiigli their studies are sure to prove equally 
instructive. In tho roc(ud- yi‘ars a large nimiher of such salts of Cii2+, and 
Co2-« ions has been prepared and studied by X-ray and othcT ])liysico-ehemical
niotliods.
I t  is woU known tliat in ilif similarly co-ordinated salts of the transition
group the  cubic ligand field Stark patterns tor tho ions Avith rf and d * (.oiifigura^
tions are inverted with respect to tlie reciprocally related ions witli d^"  and di“~" 
configurations (Van Vleck, 11)32; Gorter, 1932). The same kind of inversion 
again takes place from an octahedrally to a tetrahedrally co-or<linatod salt of the 
same ion, and in tho latter ease the overall cubic susceptibility and anisotropy 
behaviours of the tetrahedrally co-ordinated salts may be very differmit from tho 
octahedral salts of the same ion and resemble to some extent tho octahedral salts
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of tlic^  recij)ro(*ally rc^ latofl ions. A study of tluise properties, especially of the aui- 
sf»troi)y and its variation with temporatun^ provides very sensitive indications of 
the details of such behaviours aiifl throws more light upon their causes.
In view of the abov(\ we have undertaken detailed experimental iiivestigation 
of the magnetic anisotroy)y and sus(^ei)tibility of thn^e tt^trahedrally co-ordinated 
compJt‘xes of Ni“^  and Co^+ in the singh  ^ crystals G11CS2CI4, [(C2H5)4N]2
|NiBr4] and CoCvS^ Clg respectively, Ix t^woen 30CK and 9()°K. The details of the 
methods of measurements have been published earlier (Bose ei al, 1963; Dutta 
Roy 196S). So only i\ siunmary of the methods is given here. The details 
of processing tlu  ^exper imental data for fitting thc^  recent theories of the anisotropic 
tetraluxlrally co-ordinatcxl ions ( Bose et nl,  1965) are given and the results of 
sucli fittings are discussed.
K X J» E n T M E N T A L T E (U1 N T Q U E S OK 
M E A S U R E M N T S
M A G N E T I C
(a) Aninotropy
The apparatus for nurisuring tie* magmdic anisotroj)y of single crystals of the 
salts, consists of a circular 10 cm. diameter vernier torsion head reading rotations 
accurately to 0.1 The crystal specinum until any desircxl orientation at th(^  center 
of homogeneous magnetui held, is attached with ' ‘Peligom' or pure sliellae eement 
to the loww end of a tliin yiyrex glass rod ahoul 12 cm length and 0.5 miu. diameter, 
which is in its turn is susjunded from tlie torsion head with a fine (piartz fibre of 
about the same lengtli and 0.01 mm diamt(T. A Jicxagonal set of small mirrors 
is attached to the up]ier end (»f the glass rod showing above the cryostat chamber. 
The image of an illuniiiiated seale from oru^  or other of iJie mirrors c;an always 
be obf-ervcxl as the crystal is rotat(xl and gives the orientation of the crystal in 
the hold accurately. Tlu‘ taystal is mounte<l to the hbrt  ^ system removed outside 
the cryostat, with a known plane or axis horizontal or vortical as tlu  ^case may be, 
with the help of a two circle gonionu^ter and then rojilaced in proper position 
inside the crystal, mountcxl between the poles of a strong ele(*,troniagnot. The 
magnetic held roquinxl is about 1000~3000 oorstexls, produ(;ed botwoon the plane 
parallel rectangular pole pieces (10 em. X 15 cm) of the electromagnet, energised 
by current (2 to 3 ami)s.) from a D.O. 220 volt 15 KW stabilized generator.
When the magnoti(t hdd is switched on, the (Tystal in general, tends to set 
with its maximum susceptibility direction in the horizontal plane along the held, 
and any torsion prcxlueed thereby in the hbre is released by turning the torsion 
head. In this position there is no cuple acting on tht  ^ crystal and no rotation 
on switching on or off the magnetic held, as observed very accurately by the mirror 
and scale arrangement. With the magni^tit; held off, the torsion head is rotated 
to bring the crystal at 45° to the above ‘zero couple position’. Now the crystal 
will experience the maximum couple due to the hold. The position of the light 
spot on the scale and the reading of the torsion head is very carefully noted and
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th e  m agnetic field is switched on. TJu  ^ crystal is strongly deflecttHi but is slowly 
brtjubht back to  its  (»riginal position by rotating the torsion head, as can bo (;hock(Hl 
by  th e  re tu rn  of the  light spot. I f  a be the angle in degi’iMvs tlirougli wliich ilu ' 
torsion head is ro ta ted  from 4o ]josition of tlu^ crystal, C? the torsion constant of 
the  fibre, H  th e  m agnetic field, M  and m the molecular \N(‘ight and mass of the 
crystal respectively, then  th e  gm. mole<*ular magnetic anisotropy Ay in the hori­
zontal plane of the crystal is giv'en by
Ay - -
1S0a/i/ / “ . . .  ( 1)
The superiority of the above method (I)utla Roy, J95S) over that of Krislinan and 
BanerjfK  ^ (1936) is quit(  ^ obvious. TJie })r(‘scnt on(^  btuiig a null method, the ox- 
poriinontal conditions can be maintained constant witli a nincli greater precisiem, 
and tlio large uncertain eiun'ction factor for small angles of rotation of the Jiead 
(less than 300 '^), witli small anisotroj)i(\s of tlu‘ cry'stals or larg(‘ torsion ('.onstant 
of the fi]>res, in the (^arlier nu4hod is avoided.
The accurate d(dt*rminations of //, (! (‘tc. have bet^ n flealt at length by Datta 
(1954) and Diitta Roy (1958). Tlio fi<'id is further ch(‘-cked by a proton nisonance 
meter recently built 1um(‘ (Gliosli et nl 1964). Corrections foi tlic shaj)c aniso­
tropies of crystals an^ niade with tiu" hclj) of empiri(*ally obtaiiu^l data by Majum- 
dar (1962). Small crystals arc ac curately wtughod upto 10~®gms with a Mc>ttlei- 
mi(Tobalanco- Use of dust free an<l air-(*onditio)i('d (^liambers and otluu standard 
procedures for crystal preparation, crystal idtmtih(nations pohimgraphic check 
and ac(;urate suspension of tlui (‘rystals with thi  ^ h(4p of a gonioim^ter, have 
boon discuss(Kl in details by Datta (1954).
In the case of symall paramagiu‘tic anisotro])ics of rrystals a diamagru4ic ani­
sotropy correc^tion needs to be* mad(  ^ to a sufficiently good aj)proximation from the 
measurements of anisotr(»j)ics of istnuorpltous diamagn(‘tic crystals using the 
method followed by Krislinan vt al (1936) in the ( rystallino anisotropies themstdves, 
or at a later stage wlien ionic anisotropievs have been cahndated.
For anisotropy moasurenu^nts a t any dt*sired h>\v tempei*atuTe in tlie rtirige 
300°K to  90‘^ K, the  autom atic gfis flow type; cryostat of Bose (1917) was uscmI.
(b) Mean SnsceptibiliU/
The mean siisceplibility was measurcHl with th(^ help of a very sensitive Ourie- 
balan(;(‘ b u t of robust (construction (Bos(’> nl, 1963). Vcwtical susjMmsion of the 
balance beam  being of m oderately thick phosphor bronze strip, the deflectional 
sensitivity  has t<) be increascid sev(Tal thousand times by using a balanced pair 
of photo-electric cells, conru«'tc>d acToss a galvanometc'»r and actuated by ex­
trem ely small differences of illum ination on th(^ cells by a light spot, reflot^ted from 
a m irror a ttached  a t  tlu> (jontre ol th(‘ horizontal balance beam. The sample is
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Huspwiclwl vortically I'rom one arm of the lieaiii with a torsionloss silk fibre in the 
(•(‘niriil j)art of a Siioksniith tyjK> inh(mu»goinH)us horizontai magnotio fiolcl, Avitli 
a small gradient at right angles to the field in the same plane (Dutta Roy, 1955).
Ill the central region, ^ s e n s i b t y  constant ovn^ r about 1 (urf* volume. The
(crystal can freely turn round to have its luaxinmin snsc^eptibility axis in the 
horisontal ])lane along tli(^  fic^ ld, and at tlie Siinie time move bodily along the 
gradient. Th(‘ effect of anisotro])y of sluipe upon the rotation is eliminated by 
cutting th(i t-rystal in a square or (cylindrical siiapo about tluc vertical axis, where 
necessary. The translational on the sample is balanced electrodynamically 
by tlie force (‘xcrtod on a small curnait b(‘aring coil of insulated copper wire, 
rigidly attach(3(l to tbe sannc arni of tbe bccam, as the ( lystal, with a long thi(ck 
glass rod and placcvl with the coil parallel to the Ih^ ld, (*loso to the sample. Tn 
practice, the j»ot(uitial drop across ft suit/aldc serit\s of standard resistances for the 
requisite current in th(  ^c<ul (usually a few milliamperes) is measured with a Leeds 
and Northnii) X)ot(‘ntiomoter v itJi an acciiiacy of 0.1%.
The sampk' is enclosed in a new typ(‘. ot liquid oxyg(m cryostat (Rose Pi al, 
19(13) in wliicli any desired temp(crature l)otwo(^n 400 ’^K and (15°K may f>e koj)t 
automatically (‘onstant within 0.01 ""K by isolating the cxperiiimiital chainber from 
the cooling refrigerant liquid, th(  ^ (‘xjuTimental ( Iminber Ixung a mirronHl glass 
Dewar jacket the di^gree of va(‘uum in which (can be cbangiMl by an adjustable air 
leak in tJu’> eontinuous high vacuum pumping s\'s((uii. A small Juvibcr is in(cor- 
porated within the (chambe^ r so as to ca('eurat('ly balance th(  ^ small lieat leakage 
across the vacuum int(crspace. The n^frig(S'ant liquid is itself kej)t in a wide 
mouthed narrow tailed Denvar in which tll(^  (experimental chambeer is inserted. 
A constant volume aii* thermometer inserUMl in th(* experimental chamber and 
(‘onnoctod with a mercury contact magnetic reday operates the lu*ator automatically.
Tine mass susceptibilit3^  (jf the sample at room temperature is (caleulated from 
the expression
rn p . . .  (2)
iji whi(ch y ’s an  ^ the mass susceptibiliti(\s of the samples along the field direction 
(mean value in case of powdered sample), c's the potential drops a(;ross a fixed 
resistance for the currents needed to balaiu*e the magnetic foi‘(ies on the samples, 
corrected for the force upon the suspension system (including empty containers 
in the case of powders), m’s their masses, p ’s densities; s^TObols with and without 
the subscript refer to the standard (chromium potassium suljjhate alum, Dutta 
Roy, 1955) and the unknown samples respectively; Ic^  is the volume susceptibi­
lity of surrounding air. Then knowing by comparison the susceptibility of the
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unknown sample at a convoniont reference temperature (say. :500"K), the suscepti- 
T)ility value at any other temjKuaturc (T) can he obtained by the relation
f  1- (1 y • 3(t0) I 3(M)2
K.)
’ I (3)
where K  is the volume* susceptibility of tlie crystal at .‘J()0”K, y its volume cooffi- 
f'iont of expansion. Suffixes T and IKK) indicate valiu s for the saiuples at T°K 
and I50()^K respootiv^elv. The nKnisnninu^uls liavc^  been taken at Ih"", 10° or even 
(‘loser tempt" rat lire inttM’vals wlu'ii necossiated by a preliminary run to follow 
the temporatiire-sus-eoptibility (*nrve closc’iJy in a dtsiri^d r(‘gioii. Since the room 
temperature in different seasons and times of tlioday will vary somt^tinu's by more 
than 25°, it has been our jiraetiot^ to plot the valiu> of e. T against T, giving a 
very nearly linear estra-or intra])o]ation n<‘ar roo|ii temperatures to get th(^  atttual 
valu('*s at 3(X)°K for both tlu standard and uiiknown sam])l(".s. Th(  ^ values of 
Xi at different temperatunvs are tlion (*a]eiilated froni tlu  ^ siiiooUhhI out valutas of 
r by grajdiieal iliterjiolation at sJiort convenient intervals of tiunperaturos.
A similar mt^thod of intrapolation is also adopted to get the values of aniso- 
tro])y at the same set of tem])eraturos from a graph of a T against. T f rom nu‘asuro- 
iiKMits described in tbe previous station.
Tb(‘ gram molecular snsce])ti})ilitu‘s (yj/) at any ttunptaature arc corrected 
foi diamagnetism of the niole(Uilo and the scpiare of th(‘ (‘ITectiv^ e gram ionic, nio- 
moments (pf)  in BoJir magneton an; calculated from
p r N/P Xm • T (4)
Nyfiyk having the usual signifi(*ances.
The notations for [>rineif>al (TystalliiKi tensors are the usual ones us(hI by 
magnetie workers. In the orthorhomliic crystals the magnetic siiseeptibility 
axes eoneide with the crystallographic ax(‘S and Xa^  Xr denote the suscepti- 
biliticiS along a, 6, c axes eijrrosponding to Xt i? respcjctively. In the ease 
of crystals with uniaxial synum^try (o.g. tid.ragoaal, trigonal), xw Xi denob^ 
the crystalline suse(^ptihilities along and pcwpendieular to c, the (jrystallim^ symmetry 
axis, eorr'espondiiig to 1, 2, and || — 3. Ionic susccptibiliti(^s on the simpli­
fying assumption that tiie ions have approximates imiaxial symmetry are given by 
liTii and A \  along and iierpendicular to the ionite symmetry axis corresponding 
to — Xy y and || ~  z resjiectively. Th<^  nu^tbod of calculation of K\\ and Ki 
using crystalline values are shown latter
(c) Preparation of the (Crystals :
The single crystals of (JUOS2CI4 won" grown from an aquous solution of CuClg
Tlio V ii lu G M  ot tlio p h y H i c a l  c o i i n t a n t s  luwo b(^en taken train  Dumond and Cohen (1948),
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and ChCI niixo<l in equiniolocailar proportions. The crystal generally grows in 
l>rowniHli orange colour in the form of elongated prisms along b axis.
Groton t(itrat*thylaininoniuni nickel honnido crystals were prepared by slow 
evaporatjon of an eqnimoleeular absolute alebohol solution of nickel bromide and 
tetraethylanntioniimi bromide.
The deep bhuj crystals of C0OS3OI5 wer(‘ prepared from an aquous solution 
of Coda and C^Cl in a])propriate (juantity at room tt*juperature (about .‘10°C).
TJie ri*ag(*iits used were of the extra pure or guaranteed reagent quality of 
Merck .>r B.D.H.
S T K I K T U R  A L  D A T A
(a) Th(* structural analysis of 011083(^4 by llehnholz and Kruli (1952) 
s 1k > \\s  that the crysrtal belongs to tlie orthorhombic system (s})a{*e group Pnma) 
vv^ ith following parameters
(t 9 .7  A 
h - 7 .b  A 
c -  12.35 A
Eacli i(Hi is at the centre of a tetrahedron fortm*d by f<»ur CJ atoms at
its vertices at an averages distance of 2.22A from the Cu^‘ ion. The [CuCl4]‘- ' 
cluster is a tc'tragonal splienoid liaving a four fold inversion symmetry about 
one of the lin(^  thr<High (!(mtral ion joining the middle points of two pairs
of Cl atoms. This tetragonal symimdry axis is apprecial)ly shorter in length 
than the other two such equal and mutually perpendicular bisectors lying in tin* 
plane normal to the said axis.
The unit cell of the crystal contains two pairs of the “magnetically iiicqui- 
valent” [CuClJ^” clusters. From the detailed X-ray data on the various atoms in 
the unit coll, it is possible to calculate the direction cosines of the tetragonal axes 
of one pair of the [CUOI4P - clusters with rt^spee.t to a, h, c axes of the crystals 
which are :
a ^  0.59307
A =  o
y  =:=: 0 .8 0 5 4 3
The dire(ition oosines of the tetragonal axes of the other pair of the rCuCl4]2 
cluster is same but with opposite signs. Since dire<*tion cosines occur as squares in 
the calculation of ionic susceptibilities, their signs do not matter. We shall need 
in the next section how the s^e direction (?osine values are utilized for the calcula­
tion of ionic susceptibilities.
(b) The X-ray studios by Peter Pauling {m  quoted by Gill and Nyholm, 
of a series of isomorphous organometallic halides of Ni2+ like [(C2H5)4]2- 
NiBr^ indicate that the crystal belongs to the cubic system (apace group P2j/3)
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with four molecules in the unit cell of dimension a .. I5.r> A. The X-ray n^sults 
also s^ how that the ion is totrahodrally i^o-ordinattMl with four halogens funu- 
ing a trigonally distorted tctrahwlron rt)und the Ni^  ^ ion. Tlic trigonal axis 
passes through the hah^gen at one of the verlict^s of llie tetraliedron and tlie central 
Ni2+ ion, and is normal to tlu  ^ base fornuHl by other tlin^e Imlogens. Evidently, 
this trigonal axis is a body diagonal of tlio unit cell. But the detailed r(*sults of 
tlie structure are not known since th(  ^X-ray n^sults of Venter Tauling do not appear 
to have been published. However, mticc the crystal is cubit* w'e can only measure 
th(  ^mean suse(*ptibility of the crystal anti do not ro(iuir<^  X-ray data ft)]- correlation 
W7th the ionic moan susceptibility.
(c) The striKitnral analysis of Ool'Sat-lr^  by Pt)U(dl and Wells (19:15) rev(‘aU 
that in this salt the 0o‘^+ ion is tetrahedrally co-ordinated with four chlorine atoms 
at an averagt‘ distance t>f 2.34.\ from Iht^  ct-niral it)ii. The crvstal belongs
to the t(‘tragonal system (space grouf) with four molecules iji tlu' unit (;t*ll
of dimensions
a 9.18A r, - 14.47 A
Th(  ^ tetrahcMlron is slightly distorted along t)iie of the axt‘.s which is a four fold 
inversion axis and pass<\s throng)] tlu^  midpt)ints ol tw'o pairs of adjacent clilorine 
atoms and the ctuitral Co-  ^ ion. Tin*- ttdragonal axes of tll(^  four nu)l<M'ulc»s btung 
all parallel to tlie V’ axis of the crystal, tlu* crystallmt> ellijisoid coincides w ith the 
molocular ellipsoid and hence no structural parameters are requirt'd to get tlie 
i(mic su soepti 1 >ilities.
V \ 1. V U LA T I O N U F I () s  I r  8 T^s tj r  r  j n  i l i r  j e  s J N
The ionic snscef)tibiliti(*s of Tur^O l^ have been calculated following thc> 
m etluxl of Ghosh and M itra (I9h4). A short outline of the. m ethod is giv<Mi below 
Th(^ direction cosines of thc  ^ three princijial ionic susceptibility tcMisors (A",, Ko, A.j) 
w ith respect to an arb itrary  orthogonal system (a-,;//, s) is given as
'JC ?/ %
A'l ai 7 i
K , 0C2 7 s
A , a.T A 7a
Arfnajr — /vwiw - ’'x------  ^
horizontal section of the <Tystalline tdlipsoid in w hich magnetic measurement is 
to be made, having Millorian indic6>s (A, k, /), then for n inoquivaleiit ions in the 
unit cell,.
W  +Xm<» =  A', [ l -  o c r y M U h y m ]
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A*j I - ' I \ I ‘■i{o^ M+oi,y,^ Ufii7zVO} 1
“ L //' J
I ^^ 3
wlu'ro ^,1/. ? tho (lirof'tioii dosinos of the normal to tlie given (h, h, 1) plane 
relative to n\ ?/, and z. And,
,r - I CYi i X2 I Y 3) (K, \ K , I K,) ^  K
For Ou('S (^<l4 which is an orthorhoml)ie (;rystal with a uniaxial symmetry of tlio 
ion, .T, y and z an  ^taken to eoineide with a, h and c axes of the erystal respectively, 
and
— A'^ 2 ~  /f i  and Jv;^  — K\\
HcMiee tlu  ^e-cpiation (5) with 7>’ axis vertizal (for magncitie in measurement to 1h^ 
iuad(‘ [010] plants) T’oducos U* (rj — I, ^ f  - 0)
AV [ Y« -  A'lld I A ^ (l I (fi)
X
7iil-h27\x
wliere /ig is the  direction cosine of the  tetragonal axis i>f the ion with respect to 
7>' axis obtained fnnu X -ray m easunm ient and is, as wt^  (‘aleulated earlier, equal 
to zero. (Ac I Xn) detca'juiiu'd frojii two anisotropy anrl th e  mean susctqi-
tihility measurements hy the tnetJiods deserihed earlier ( / v n ~  A \ )  and K may 
he ohtaiiKHl from equation (0). The same e(|uatioii also d('t(^rmines iinicpiely 
whether (A || - K^) is positiv(’> or negative  ^ The data for tlie (‘Tystalhne aniso- 
trcqhes and mean susceptibilities at different temperatures are given in tlu  ^ 2nd, 
3rd and 4th (columns of the tahk' 1 and tln'i ionii; anisotropies are shown in eohimn 
7*th. In the* absiuici' of structural data at all temporatun^s, wo have to assume 
that the direction cosine in equation ((>) ri'inains eimstant witii tt^mperature. Sinei  ^
the tetragonal axis of the ion lies in tlu‘ (OlO) plane with /i — 0, smjh an
assumption is justifii'd so long as this spc^cial symmetry is unchanged.
S T A I I K  P A T T E R N S  A N D  I N  F O R IM A T  I O N S  O N  T  H E M  
O B T A I N 1C J> F  R O M  O P 1 O A L A B S O R P T I O N  S T U D I E S  
O F  T E  T R A H  E D R A L L Y C O - O R D I N A T E D  C O M P L E X  B S
From what has been said earlier about the inversion of the Stark pattern for 
tetrahedral complexes, the ]3attorn under the predominant cubic part of the crystal 
field in such Cu^ ** complexes w^ ill consist of an orbital doublet and a triplet 
with the triplet lying lowest. The superimiiosed tetragonal component of the 
field w^ ill break this triplet into a single Kramers spin doublet and a pair of coinci­
dent doublets, separated by A em~  ^ where A is the anisotropic field splitting.
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TABLE 1 
OuCa^Ol,
Tomp.
(X<'-X6)X10" (Xc "“ Xa) ^ 1^ ® X K„1 - 10‘. K
300 341 156 1680 2031
290 351 161 1733 20!) 1
280 263 167 1790 2161
270 374 173 1853 2237
260 385 178 1918 2313
250 39S 184 1989 2401
240 412 190 2068 2495
230 425 196 215) 2594
220 443 203 2244 2703
210 461 210 2345 2817
200 481 218 2120 2945
190 501 226 2578 3085
180 525 236 2713 3242
170 549 247 2H6(> 3417
J60 587 260 3037 3621
150 607 275 3231 3815
MO 638 290 3452 3i03
130 674 308 3709 1100
120 715 330 4007 4748
n o 769 352 4361 4818
100 811 376 4781 5628
90 869 101 5321 6220
TABLE 11
vl(C,H,),NJ,NiBr,
Tempo r«.iur« x ja / io « yv-
‘K
300 5986 14 36
290 6193 14 34
280 6387 14 30
270 6601 14 26
260 6840 14 22
240 7348 14 10
230 7646 14 06
220 7959 n  00
210 8302 13.94
200 8674 13 87
190 9008 13 SI
180 9536 13.72
170 10223 13.69
160 10639 13 61
150 11809 13,54
140 11909 13.33
130 12777 13.28
120 13696 13.28
110 14758 12.98
100 16010 12.80
90 17358 12.49
lOL
1505 526
1552 542
1604 557
I66J 576
1720 5!)3
17 S3 618
1854 641
1929 665
2015 688
2109 708
2211 734
2325 760
2445 797
2586 831
27 45 876
2!)22 !)23
3127 976
3363 1037
363(* 1112
3633 1185
4362 1266
4870 1350
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TABLE III
K 10« Kf, < 10“ A'li X 10“ Ki, > 10“ (A'„»-Xx)X106
:m) 052 0002 0528 8870 052
2m 1 r»0(> 0407 0851 0185 066
2HO oso 0722 10102 0502 680
270 7IS 10082 10502 0844 718
2(iO 750 10481 10081 10221 750
2.70 700 10875 11402 10012 700
2‘H) 832 11302 1 1858 1 1025 833
2:to 882 11752 12241 I 1458 883
220 027 12225 12800 11022 037
2\0 OOS 12704 12.200 12271 908
200 1072 12200 14008 12025 1073
100 1154 12047 14710 13502 1154
180 1240 14024 15401 1 4221 1240
170 1228 152!)5 10222 14085 1228
I0(» U18 10208 17222 15785 1448
ir>o 1501 17271 1 8328 10747 1581
1 10 1727 18152 I <1758 17841 1737
120 1007 10802 21122 10220 1007
120 2080 21421 22814 20725 2080
110 2227 22155 24712 22270 2337
100 2077 15170 20001 24284 2077
00 2245 27807 20002 20757 3345
Tho optical absorption stutlios of HuOsgCl  ^ at 77 'K l>y Forguson (l!)64,
soo Fig. 1 a) bav(i rov(>altul t-bat tliis anisotn>])ic field splitting is as high as 5(K)0 cni ‘ 
and is coinparahlo in inaguitndo with tlic < ubic hold s(»j)aration which is 90(M^  cni”b 
Such a liigli anisotropi(^ fi(dd splitting appears to bo ratiuu* rare amongst tho iron 
gmiii) of salts. TJu^  polarised spectral studi(‘s of Lawson and Morrison (1961) 
also rov(ial su(^ Ji high magnitude of anisotropic field separation in this salt. Jt 
is also obsorvcnl that the enhi(  ^ field splitting is nearly 8/4 of 12800 cni“ ,^ that 
ohsorvc'd in octahedraj Cu-^  ^ comi)Iex in the hydrabxi halides (Broieh and Trommer, 
1987) instead of 4/9 as (‘Xpeeted from theory. As we shall presently see. there 
are enough indications to show that tlu> magnetic behaviour of the Cu^+ ion in 
this case is quite different from what is to b(^  expected from the inversion of 
Stark pattern alone. Tlie magnotie behaviour dc^pends sensitively upon whether 
the singlet or the doublet component of the triplet lies lowest in tho Stark 
pattern and hence deeddes whether A v ill be positive or m^gative. The spin-orbit 
coupling in Cu2+ is the highest in the iron group and considerable admixtures 
the various levels vdll take place under its action.
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FREE ION + CCUBIC + TtTRA -ONAL FIELD) + SPIN -O R B IT COUPLING
Fifi. 3(»i) Stark Patirm  of Tolral null ally ( 'o-ojvluutlod (^j-lioii m (\i(V C l4 (tVrguson, PHf4).
(Xnt (0 Scal(*).
In tlie case of the tetrahedral complex in the wilt the prcidoimnaut ciihic 
ligand field breaks up tlu^ •■’F  ground state of ttie fns- ion into two tripk'ts 
and 3T,, and a singlet arranged in ascending order (»f emwgy. The sainll sujsw- 
posed trigonal (sunponeut of the field further sj.lits uj. the lowest tripk^t »T, into 
a doublet (^Ea) and a singlet *A„ si^parated by A cni-b the anisotropic, hekl s]> it- 
ting. Which of those two »A,) M ill lie loM’est, d<-T.ends upon the sign o A
and is to lie decided from the exiierhnental data. Thesi- levels will lie f u i t iu  
split up by the spin-orbit eoujiling M-hieh will mix uji the ilifferent states and new 
.states will bo obtained. The Stark iiatte.rn of this loinplex is shown diagra- 
matically in figure (lb). In the figure, the ■’! ' level is also shown suice tins mu 
give mlmixtural contributions to the ground .state as also high frequency tyiK- 
contributions.
The optical absor}>tion of an isoniorplious tetrahedral salt in mull has
boon studied by Gill and Nyholm (lfir.fi) and Goodgame et al (Ififil) 
perature. They have observed bands round about U>,00« cm -' and •
The former is assigned to b<- <luo to the transition =>T,(F)-» *Ti(P) and a t er o 
3T.(F)-^»A,. This gives the eubii- field ,-oefficiont (Dq) as nearly -dHfi cm 
The cubic field coefficient (Dq) for oetahedrally co-ordinated
1000 em-> (Prvee et at, 1964). I t  has bcM.n shown by Jorgenson (Ifiob) t h a t » n a ­
tion in Dq of ~  26% occurs while going from water to halogen ligands wit i le 
H e  p a r la g n e t ic  t . This inclicabsi th a t in the present ease Dq of totrahixlral
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Ni“+ ion is aiiout 4/9th that of the octahedral one as expected from theory, after
allt>win^ » for tlu* retinctioii duo to (dilorino ligands.
: C^ T|) ^
TTxv
Kig 1(b) Plnorpy I..0 V0 I Diaj^ram for Ni-’+mn in Tetmhoclral Co-ordination.
(Not Drawn to Soale.)
Tlie Stark jiattorn of the tctrahodral ion in the cubic field will bo similar 
to that of oc tahedral Ni‘^+ witli an orbital singlet lying lowest. The ground 
state of free Co^+ ion is split up by the predoiniiiaiit cuibic field of the ligand tetra­
hedron into an orbital singlet ('‘Ag) and two triplets and arranged in ascend­
ing order of energy. In the superimposed tetragonal field, the above triplets 
break into a singlet fins a doublet to the extent of about 500 cnx“  ^ (Bose et al, 
1965c). With the spin-orbit interaction included, the lowest level splits up 
into two Kramers doublet vith  a separation of about 9 cm~  ^ (Hall and Hayes, 
1960). The Stark pattern of tiie tetrahedral Co*+ ion is shown in figure (le).
Cotton et al, (1961) have done extensive investigations of the spectra of 
[CoCl4]^ “ complexef» in different solution and mulls. In the spectra of OoCsjCl^
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in  hexaohlorobntano mull, whicih may bo taken to roprosmit tho sjHH'tTU of the salt 
itself, band arc obs( r^v('<l m'aT* i>^ >8n<*m~* and 14000 ow'iiiy t(^  lii(> tniusitioiis
t44 (T,
1^2c
1^ 2
'-N____^  -
< ~ 1 ? 4
^(A2> 17a.
FREE + CUBIC + TETRAGONAL + L,S 
ION FIELD FIELD COUPLING
F i t^. 1(cj Energy Lovol Diagrum for Co-* ion m Tetmho(imlj(V>>oi(linu1 ion.
( Not  to Seale )
^A2~>^T,(F) and '•Ag—> *Tj(P) r('sp<M*1ivt’>ly. Thoy luiv(\ also IxM^ n abl<‘ to n*,solvo 
thest' bands into fivt' and four ( oni|>om‘nts ri'spfciivoly. Tb(» valtM> of Drj as 
found by (Cotton ft al (l!»0J) is ,‘125 cm b Ji m ay Ix' nitmtioiuxl th a t tho T)(| for 
Uk' octaliodral livdrattMl ( \ / - ' compl('\<\s (Pa])])a[ard<>, 1054) is nixuly OSOcm * 
whicli is about l)/4 tim es ihe  fornuT wIumi rcnu'mlx'r tlia t a rrdmdion of l)(| 
by ~ 2 5 %  occurs wliilc goiiifx from tlu^ water to halogen eo-ordmation (dorgenson, 
Jt)5(i).
Since tho cubic field st'.paration in tetralK'dral complex is ]t*.ss than half that- 
of tJie octahtxlra] co-ordination in tJic forima* < ase tlu  ^ (4*it‘ct <4'scM'ond ordta* per­
turbation tenns. b<'Conu*F ndativtdy mon‘ im])ortant lVIor(v>v('.r, in t}i(» tetrafu‘dral 
case the absenct^ of a centre of symmetry may nistify tlu  ^ ndiMition ol* odfl <n'der 
harmonics in the ex])r(\ssion for tlu' ligand fitdd pobmtial. As a constxjmmct' 
configurational interaction IxdAvtu'n tiu' dd and 4p orbitals of tJie nudal ion aris(\« 
and modifies tho df/ \\av^efunctions. TIk^ (*fr<x t of configurational intora<;tion is 
to modify the orbital ovi'ila]) fatdors (k) an<i spin-orbit coiqiling coefficient ( )^ 
in the crystal. Hence the rtxluction in k and f in tetralu‘dral case* is not only 
duo to the scrambling of tlu‘ nudal and ligand orbitals as in tb(‘ ocdaluMlral (;asc, 
but also partly to the eoriligurational iiit(‘ra(4ion though according to Loir (IbbO) 
and Woakliem (1962) this latter part apjiears to be ratluir small in comparison to 
the former. I t  is also important to not<‘ that sueli rxsliudions are esoiitially ani­
sotropic in (diaractcr.
Recently tho expressions for the magnetic anisotropy and susctiptibility of 
these tetrahodrally co-ordinated conijilexes, ol Ni^+ and Co^+ hav^ e been
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deduc(‘(l in onr lal)oraiory taking into account the special features of the present 
i-aso and fittcnl with the experinuuital values. Tht  ^details of the theory arc under 
j)ul)Kcation (Bos(‘ c/ r//, 19(>r)a, IJHir)]), 19(i5(!)- In the present paper we give th(^  
theoretical ("X[)ri'ssions of tlie susc(‘ptil)ilities and describe the trial and error method 
of cahadating tlu*. various jdiysical })arajn<‘t(Ts arising in the said theoretical 
expressions from the magnetic anisotropy and mc^ an sus(^optibility data given in 
an caTlMU’ sectiem, and cliec.king them with sjXMttrosi^opic and paramagnetic reso­
nance data wh(^ r(W(T avaiJablo,
T K E O m ^ T T O A J .  E X P R E S S I O N S  F O R  T H E  I O N I C  
S II S E P T 1 RT L I T r E S VO  R T U E E T K A II E J) R A L h Y 
C O - O R D I N A T E D  OiC+, Ni-H A N D  Co-:^  C O M P L E X E S
(i) iov
The ^expressions for the ionics susceptibilitic^s of the tetrahedrallv co-ordi- 
nat(‘d ion in (hiCsoCl4 hav(  ^ hexm deduced by B<»s<" ei al (I!)G5a) following
Tryce’s Spin Hamiltonian formalism (1950). The expressions are *
a;, e , ' 4k" t
K \ -  2N/P /cx “ ^ A- 
AV (Jio E
■1' 1-
I
iV/^ 2
' Ak T .. .  (7)
wh.er(^  A"|| and an^ the gram ionic susci'ptibilities along and perpendicular to 
the tetragonal axis. The explicit {jxjniissions hn- tlu  ^different parametral symbols 
are giv(‘n in tln' theoreti{*al paptw (Bose c/ 1965a). I t  can be mentioned here 
tliat jE’s are the energy values (shown in tiie Fig. la) which involve the (;ubic 
fudd paranuder G and anisotropic liedd parametcTs H and 1. Other physical 
parameters invidvinl in th(  ^ (expression are tht‘ spectros(eoj)i(e splitting factors G\\. 
G in the (irystal, orbital nHluction factors (k||, Kj, ) and S]>in —orbit (coupling reduc­
tion factors (i?if, ), subscripts ||, nder to tlu  ^ (juantities paralkd and perpendi­
cular to the tetragonal axis. The fac tor R\\ in this expn^ssion does not enter 
in the 2nd ordew terms with the sc|uare brackets but is inv<dv(»d in th(» expres.sion 
for G .
ion(ii)
Th(^  (expression of mean sus(*(^ptibility wlnVdi (tould only b(‘ measured in this 
case, has been d(‘duced by Bose c/ nl (1965b) on m<decular orbital approximation. 
The expression is :
K
'Ak +
16J3®i f /  -D \  , \ 1
b  l ‘" ^ (  w ) - ' ) J
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+ Nir^ r f.s(c I ^x!k^dr
^{bc~--2ad 1 (2(/c- M)]'
A’a -E,
■lcW(ak..-r2)^ I U5(r--Aa7i;[c—koc'lc d)-\
! 2)-
U i ( ( f / f /  ( uL- hd) ^^
m. . . .Th(i (explicit (expressions for tiu  ^ (lillore.iit jiaranu^toral svnihols in tlu‘ al)o\e o\- 
])ressioii is given in tlu' th(H>reti(‘al }>a]K‘r (liosr cf al, l<)r>r>l)). It is sih'ii from tliere 
tliat there arc five physical jiaramc'ters in this (^ aste (A, /^ „ ( / ,  Qj )^ Avlien^
A is tlu‘ anisotropic field c.o(^ ffi(a'(‘nt and P\\ - aR\\^ _ ol'R  ^ahy,
Ql ^  ct'ki, ; a, a ' being tJie Lando factors along and pcTpcfuliiMdar to tine Kvjiim(‘try 
axis of th(‘ ion. C is tlu  ^five ion spin-«)rbi1 coujilmg ( oefiicicnt and Ri (i || or | )  
are the reduction factors associat(‘d w ith t he matrix el(mi(Mit for spin-orhit coupling. 
K|i, / |^|, are as bidori* the orbital ivdiiction overla]> factors and spin 
orbit coupling reduction factors tiarallel and piuptuidicnlar io trigonal axis.
(iii) ion
The oxpn\«sions lor tlu‘ ionic suscej>til>ilitj(\s of tbe t(d-rah(*drally co-ordimibed 
ion have beim decinct'd b y  liose rf al  (in(>r»c)by spin Hamiltonian formalism. 
The ex])n*ssions for A’n and JV^  are gi\en ladow
7v|i -- SxV/f-aiiA’ii lb r/,r :ii! T
\M) ,
i>kT-'
ki
15
\V1
iU , :i7> ,
‘ 1 (!*)
Here a\s are the inverse of eti<*rgy diffeivnci' and envoive tiu? usual liidd jiara meters, 
l)q, H  and 1. The other paianudias envoiced in the exjinvssions already explaimnl 
earlier ar<> /t, and {i = || and ^). 1) is Uie ’Zcro-tiold M[)lit.ting’ and g^i || and (1) 
are the spe< trosciopic splitting factors. The detailed exx>ressions are given in 
the thooreth'al paper (Bo^ :e el al, HHibc).
C A L C U L A T I O N  OF  T H K  V l l Y S T C A L  r A K A M K T E K S  I N  
'r H E E X P R E S S I O N S  F () U 'V IT F S U S E L* T I HI J.. I T J E S 
F R O M  E X P E R I M E N T A L  D A T A
While fitting the experimental results already given with tlu  ^ thoon^tieal 
expressions in the (;ases where an orbital singled^  is lying low'cvst in tetrahedral 
Cq2+ and Cu‘^+), w^o notice that there are sevim adjustable parameters viz. Dq (or
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(I), / / ,  /, k\\. h\ , fii and . Thoon^tically all tlu^s(  ^ jiaramol-ors arc inclopondont; 
1}»(‘ rvlaliv (* vidu(*H of k\\ and < ?|| and dnj)ondont on tlio lower sym m etric field 
paramet(‘rs. I I  and 7, aJUiougli they m ay not he explicitly expressible in term s of 
them ; so th a t llua’c are, (dfectively, only live indepenchmt param eters. W e can 
th(‘n d(‘(‘ide. nni(|iiely (]ii‘ values of tlies(‘ param eters by fitting ^\dth the moan sus- 
(‘(‘ptibility <lata alone for a t most s<*v<jn (theon^ticjally live?) tem peratures, if all 
tlu'se paraim ders are assumed t-o nmiain (onstan t with tem perature. In  this 
})articular cas(^ . u e  hav(^ the anisotropy d a ta  as well, lienee  a unique choice of 
tlu- j)aram<'t.(‘rs is always possible with a t most ha ir ])airs of anisotro})y and mean 
susce})libility <lata a t lour t(unp('ratures ])ro\ ided the  param eters do no t vary  
with temp(‘-rature.. Wi t h th is assumption liolding stric tly  valid, these values of 
the fiarameters should be consistmit not only w i^th the  m ean susceptibility and 
anisotropy data a t otluu* t-mnpc'ratures but, also wdth the, param agnetic reonance 
data and the fine structure  oyitical alisorjition data.
In actual practi(*e, owing to the complicate-d nature of tlu  ^ (upiations, w^(‘, had 
to us(^  a trial and error method tind tin*- values of the- pai’anietors and it heeanK  ^
imnuuliateiy ohvdons that no singh* sist of parameters eonid be (;onsist(‘.nt with all 
the available data, llonce tlie conclusion is that the giv^ cn set of jiarametcrs ob­
tained for JuagiKdie data at. tlu‘- roquisite. iiumlKM* of t(‘mjMTatures ran h(‘ a unirpie 
solution for data thi‘Si‘- only at tlu' giviui timiperat-iires, and lor no otluT data; 
so that the s(‘-t of parame.tius eaimot have inucli ])hysi(*al significanet^, and 
hence tlu  ^ assnmjition that tluy are imh'-fxmdmit of tmn))eratur(^ is not valid. 
Finally, wc^  pro(*eeded as follows to bring out jiropmdy the systiMuatic dis(*re- 
jiancy in lilting the data Avith tiie tluMiry In tlui case, of 0o‘*^+ it is seen 
that th(‘, optical line strneture data of (Cotton vt nl (19()l) are available^ only 
at room trmiperature wbiMe-as tlu  ^ paramagneth- r(*-Konanci^  data of Bow(*rs 
and Owen (1955) are for 90' K. 8ince the room Itmiperatur-i^ magnetic anisotrojiy 
and susce])tihility data a.i'(‘ always taktm as standard and also the energy 
levels of the ojrtical absorption an  ^ of primary im])ortaii(*(‘ in thcujah ulation of 
Husceptihilities, we found out by cxkmsiv^e trial tin*, si^ t of v^ alue-s wliieh gave 
pra(*tically exact lit with the (^x]K>rime!ital imuin susceptibility and anisotropy 
data at room tern pi‘Mature, eonsistent with optical absorption data. The^o 
data are enough to give a quniipie solution of the parameters at room tem- 
pe-rature only and will have a physical reality for this tom])cratur(\ In tlu  ^ case 
of Cu“+, sinci‘ the //-values (Shanioff, 1904) and lino structure optical absorption 
data of Ferguson (1901) ari' available at 77"Jv and ai*o not supposed to change 
appreiuahly at 90' K, the- lowest tempiu*ature of our magnetic measurements, wo 
found out as above the set of parameters which gavii practically exact fit with 
exjreriiuontal susctqjtibility and aiiisotrojy at this tomjrorature, consistent with the 
paramagnotie resonance and optical ahsorj)tion data. If these sets of parameters 
for Co^+ and C\i^ + had \mm  constant with temperature, then it could bo expected 
that tliey would give good fit AAutli the magnetic data at all other temperaturos.
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But in both casos systematic; deviations are found to occur wiiich is especially 
prominent in anisotropy. Whilo fitting the cx|)orinieual data in tho caso of 
with the (expression of mean suscepti})ility (eq",8), wo noti(;e that tlu^ ne are five 
adjustable parani(‘t(‘rs (A, P\\,P^. (^ >||, whose valims <'aii be uni(|uely decided 
by flitting with the mean siisec'ptibilitv data at five t(*niperatur<vs (ilieoreiically 
three sine(' the rtdative juagnitudes of P\\. P:^  and Q\\. afe (h'peudaTit on A), if 
the parani(;ters are assumed to nuuain constant with temperatun». However, in 
view of the large number of earlmr (‘xjuTimmital findings (!ios(‘ rt nL H)hO. ItlbU, 
19(>16, 1964), it is very unhk(^ly that tlie anisotropic ht^ ld eoeihcuenl A should 
remain constant with tempiu’ature even if tlu; otliers are assunuHl to be so a first 
approximation. But since W(' do not luivi' any amsotropy or rt‘sonance data, we 
are not able to find tho values of A at dilTn*nt tem])cratim;s from mean sus('(>j)- 
tibility ahjiu;, which (onld only l>e measurcMl for tliis cubic crystal. On 
attempting to fit the ex]x‘rmiental values on uk\mii sus^ *e[»til)i1itv, if is found that 
no single; s(;t of tfio above; parameters eafi bring tlu  ^ fitting within tlie limits of 
expeirimental error at all teunperature^s Whem the elosest appioac h to on<^  values 
at a given tempe^rature is made wjtli a given se^ t of parame^ters, the^  valuers at 
other tempeM'atures show systeauatu imreuising differeme^ K Since tiu  ^ room 
temporaturo cxpi'rinu ntal jnea]i juonient is alwa\s treuitev) as standard, we 
found out tije set of valuers ol* the paranuitiirs which gave a verv close approach 
to it within the limits of eAfnaimonfa) e^ n*or.- with tJio caltailated nu;an value. 
Tile (!ause;s of tlu'se; discrepaneie;s udll he’ discussenl m due course.
D 1 S V V S 8 I O  N S
(a) ion
(i) Eoo7n Tnnpcraiurf ili/ena Mtrmeni and Mageniic Ani.soirojjy
As we have seaui earlier, tlie nuigne;tie heOiaviour of tetraliodrally co-ordinated 
Cu2+ ion should be somewdiat similar to tlio (>e;taJiodrally co-ordinated Fe^ *^
(3#) or TP^3r/^) if all olhe;r ('onside;rati()iis are; ide;ntical. The; im;an moment of 
Cu2+ ifui in is 2 02 (Table T) wJiemias for octahevlral Cii^ + in Cu(Nll4S04)2.
6H./) it is 1.95 (Bose, 194S), l)oth valuers being at 300'K. Tho spin only value; 
for the 2D state of ion is 1.73. Thus the orbital contributions in the casi; of 
tetrahedral and octalu;dral C^ u^  ^ are about 16 and 13 pere;ents respectively. The 
mean magnetic moment ol eictahedral be;**' ion in Fo(bIH4&04)2-6H20 at 300 K. 
is 5.66 (Bose, 1948) as against tlie spin only value of 4.SO, thus showing an orbital 
contribution of tho order 17 percent. Tt should he reiuonibere;d that although 
the Stark pattern in both the tetrahedral Cu  ^^  and octahewlral Fc2^  shoukl bo similar 
with a triplet lying lowest, the actual magnetie; behaviour in CUCS2CI4 is rather 
different owing to three reasons. Firstly the spin-orbit coupling in Cu^Ms about 
eight times that in Fe -^f, giving more admixture with upper levels. Se(;ondly, 
the spin contribution to the moment is about 3 times larger in Fi>2+ making the 
percentage orbital contribution appear smaller. Thirdly, as has boon mentioned
3
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(«irJi(\r tJio ojitical absorption spectra of ('/UCS2CI4 show that under tlie action of the 
total lij^ainl H(drl the lowest orbital singlet with two fold Kramers sj)in degonoraciy 
js separat(‘d from the next higher level by 5000 cni“ .^ On the other hand the axial 
h(*l(l S(‘})aratioii of the lowest eul)ic triplt^t in octahedral is only 600 cm~‘
(Jh)se rt aU 1061). TJius although the spin-orbit coupling in tetrahedral 
is nearly eight times tiu‘ o<*taliedral and tlie (mbi(; Hold s('paration being com-
parabl(3 (the eul)ic Held st^mration in oetaherlral Fo“^  is about 103(K> cni“*; Droisch 
and Kallsch(^ner, 1044), the orbital contributions arc^  nearly (Kpial. In the octa­
hedral 0u‘^+. the cubic field spearation is about 12000cni"^ and the tetragonal 
separation of tJie lower ‘n(m-magnelic’ orbital doublet is about 1000 cm“ .^ Orbi­
tal ( (uitribution thus coni(*s only from tlu  ^upj)c.r orbital triph't through spin-orbit 
cou])ling. It is then diflicult to undcu'stand why the orbital contributions are 
appart^ntly about the same in tlu  ^ tw'o cases, unkjss it is assumed that a strong 
covalcuujy ^ f^lect r(^duccs the normally exptu*ted <u*bital contributions in the tetra­
hedral case. Again though ocXaliedral Ti^ -* ion is very similar to tetraiiedral Cu^+ 
in res})(‘-ct of orbital as well as spin dogenei*acy, the higluu* ionii*. charge and conse- 
(jjiKMit larger cubic si^paration 20,f 100 cm  ^ jind much smalha* j)ositive spin-orbit 
coupling gives much smaller negativ^e orbital contribution (about 5%) to the 
moment.
We sliall next consider f lic anisotropy of thi‘ (hi^' ion It wdll b(' simui from 
tli(‘ Table I that at IIOO^’K th(‘ ionic anisotrojiy and mean susci‘ptibilitv data for 
the tetrahedral Ou  ^^ are *
A^ii-Ax -  526x10 «
K 1680x10 ®
which show that the anisotropy of the ion is (juite high, i e. 526/1680, nearly 50 
percent. The ionic anisotropy aiul im^an susceptiliility of octahedrally co-ordi­
nated Fe^+ ion in the salt F(^(NH4S04)2-6H20 at 300"K (Bose, 1948) are .
-Kx 4229xl0“«
K J2698xl0“«
which indicate that tlu  ^ octahedral Ft\^’ ion also shows a high anisotropy i.o. 
nearly 55 percent. Thus we observe that the anisotropies of tetrahedral Ou*®'*" 
and octahedral Fe^+ are of the same order. As we remarked at the beginning, 
all the considerations in the two cases are not identical. For example, as wo have 
seen earlier, the spin-orl>it coupling is nearly eight times in Cu-* the moan mag­
netic moment is roughly three times less and anisotropic field itself is very large 
in Cu^+. So that the magnetic anisotropy shoukl have been much more in tetra- 
he<lral Even between the octahedral and tetrahedral Cu^*** where both these
factors are the same, the latter should have a much larger anisotropy because of 
the inversion of the doublet and triplet. But this is not found to be the case.
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So it appears th a t the ani8otro])ie, l)ehavioiirs hoi*e are ni(»rt^  eomplieatod than can 
be explained by a simple inversion of tlu  ^ levc^ ls and has to be considered against, 
the background ol (*omplical(?d tlieorc tical cx})rossions involving a nuiubta- of 
contributing factors.
(ii) Vnrviiion of Ionic 3IomenIs iviih Tenipcratiur
From the figure (2), \\v ol)ser\i^ that the ionic moment ])erpendicular to the 
tetragonal axis shows a smalkT tonj)cratiire dependenc(^ and th(^  curve (A"^  -T) 
is almost a straight line with small h1o ] )c  to th(' temperature axis, wiiereas th(‘ ionic 
moment along the parallel directioti show^ s a much largcM- UunpiTature di^pendenrte 
with a small curvature. TJiis is reasonable since the orbital moment along the1
perpondicnilar diiootioii is ((iiom'hwl to a nmcli larffi-r oxtent tlian aloiif? tlic f)aralk>l 
diroctiivn, the ai-tual valuw of i liaiigcs of ionic moments in our teniperatun- range 
being 9 and 3 percents respwdiroly. The com-STX.nding cl.angix4 in ionic monwnts 
along and perpendicular to tlic U»tragonal axis in octabdral Fi'-+ ion (Bose. 1948) 
are 43 and 2(1 percents respectively. Tims we observe th a t the variations in the 
ionic moments in CiUis^OI* ion are very small in comparison to tlie octahedral Fo*+ 
ion. In  octalnxlral Cii- '- ion the tem perature variation of tiie inoiueut is also very 
small. These facts are consistent with tlio sfiectral findings th a t in (/Ujt.HjjCb 
an orbital singlet lies lowest, v itli a large se])aration witli the next Inghr level.
(iii) Variation of ‘Anisotropic Moment' (Ak-T) mlh Teml»erature :
The plot of (A'li-A'x). T  against T  (Fig. 3) for C.i0s,Cl4 shows that the 
(Ail—Ai ) T decroasos with temperature with a large curvature. The change 
in the values of Ak-T between 3(M»"K and 90°K is nearly 23 percent. A similar
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])l()t for t)ctaliwlral Cu“+, say in Cu(KS04)2. (Bose et al, 1957) shows that
tli(* curvo has a small s1o[m^ to the temyK'raturo axis and with smaller curvature.
Tomp<3rature
Fjg. Variation of (Kn— K l )- T w ith Tomptjraiuro in
Tn the cas(* of Cu(NJl4SO4)2*0H 2O siu li ( urvaiuTo is voiy large and anomalous. 
The variation of Ak'T in tlu  ^ sanu  ^ tem])(3ratim’> rangtv is ruiarly 9 pereent. I t 
is thus elear that the tluTmal heliiiviour of the anisotroyiir moment in this as in 
in the Cu(NH4S04)2*6l l 20 is ine.onsistent with a tlieorv in which the field and other 
parameters are constants with t(‘mporature.
(iv) Fiithif/ of the Su^wjdlhiliff/ and AniBolrojiy Data with Detailed
Theory :
The r(3sults of tlie fitting of tlie experimental data In" the trial and error 
method already desc.rilK^d in detailed, with the expressions of ionic, suscepti­
bilities are> given in Tahiti IV. Frojii the Table IV we find that in order to 
fit the experimental data betwtnui our tcaiijM^ature range, the orbital factors 
are reduced anisotropieally to k,, — .81 and .12 and the spin-orbit
coupling c.oefficient along and jierpendicular to th(' tetragonal axis is reduced 
by 27 and 30 perents respectively from its fri e^ ion value of —829 cm“i. 
Thus it indicates a large anisotrojiic. covalency overlap between the orbital 
of the ion and the s- and p-orbitals of the ligand chlorines. The values 
of the second and fourth order tetragonal field parainetors, f l  and / ,  have 
been chosen consistently with th(‘ other fi(»ld parameters as H  — 300 cm~  ^
and /  — 240 cni“h I t  is also observed that the fitting of the mean suscep* 
tibility data at all temjioraturos is fairly closer, though a small systematic 
departure of about 0.5% above expormiontal errors (ib9.2%) is observed at 
higher toinperaturos. A good fit might have bcHui obtained with the mean 
susceptibility at all temperatures by adjusting the parameters slightly. But 
in view of what follows, this matters very little. The fitting of the anisotropy 
data at 90°K is well within experimental errors, as it should bo, but systematic
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TABLE IV
Jill -=■ 0.73 
Rx -- 0.70
0  == 900 ciu“  ^ K|| ™ 0.81
II  ^  300 cm-i 0.72
1 — 240 cm'^ ^ ^  —829 uin~  ^(frw^  ion valuo) 
(1) Spectroscopic? energy levels
Theoretical
E^—Ei
E^~E^
(2) ^-values :
6^,1^
(rx —
5100 cm 1 
8100 cm 1 
9300 cm-'
Tlieorotical
2.410
2.141
Experimental 
(at 77"K)
5000 cm ^
7900 cm-i 
9050 om-^
Exporimcmtal 
(at 77"K)
(\  -== 2.3841 0.001) 
6'2 -= 2.0831:0,001 
a,, ~  2.105 tO.OOO
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(3) Magnetic* Su«(?eptibility and Anisotropy
Ev|j(*nmcntuJ Thoorof K'ul
Temporal mv
/v.- 10<. (Kjl- Kx  ) . U)(t A '''10'^ (/\ij - K i  )>
HOO 1080 526 1060 495
250 1072 618 1898 572
200 2420 734 2441 689
150 3231 934 3222 882
90 5321 1350 5352 1347
largo departure are ohsorvod as the tomi)oraturo iuereases, so that at 300"X 
or near tho disagroojnont between the oalculate<l and experimental vaums is about 
7 x>ercent. Attempts to adjust tho parameters to rwluce this departure in aniso­
tropy caused an increased misfit in moan susceptibility. Klaboratt; trial and error 
calculations show that no single set of parameters < f>uld fit all values of both 
anisotropies and m«san susceptibilities at all tom])oratures and also remain consistent 
with optical and paranrognetic resonance data. The fitting .shown in the Table 
IV is the closest, with tho set of paranreters given in round numbers. The 
reason of this discrepancy is as foDows. Wo have assumed all the parameters to 
remain constant with temperatmo. But there are experimental findings to suggest
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th a t at least tlie anisotr(»i)ie field paraiiuders do vary v itli tonipe.raturo, often 
c n n s i ( l ( ' f ( B oh(‘ vt ah lUOO, 10<>Ia. HKilb, 1U64). Th(' largo cloviatiou of our 
aniKotrojH' i‘urv(‘ in(‘Tiiioii(‘,d ahovo indi(‘at(vs tho same. A consideration of the 
variation oftlu* al>ov(‘- li<‘ld parainetors’ m ay load to  a bottiT Htting of tho suscopti- 
bility an<l anisotro]»y data a t all temipcTatnros, b u t tluai if botli H  and / ,  tho 
iFido]K‘nd(‘iit ani>’optro])io fic^ ld paraiuotc'rs an*, assumed to  e.liange with temp(^ra- 
lun*, ONI sot of moan siisr*o])ti])ilitv and anisotro]>v data  would not be enougli 
to giv(* imi(]ue solution of their valiuis a t diff(in*.nt temperatur(*,s. R(‘.lative values 
of |^I, Is  ^ and H\], 11 are depcuidont mj 11 and T tliough not oxplitdtly and tiocmI 
not be eonsi(hT(‘(l as varying inde]HUid<‘ntly. For this j)urpos(^ ]iior(  ^ detailed 
data  on optical ahsorpthui or paramagnetic resonance a t different teinporatun 's 
would be. iK'cessary Tn our present (*alculations since* we would not consiiler 
such variations in IJ and T, it is to  be (‘.xpect(*.d th a t  tlu*. fixed set of paramotiTS 
list'd should not be able to give a unitpie fitting A\ith tht* moan susttoptiliilities ami 
anisoti'ojiics a t all t(mi])oratur('s, eonsistont witli tht^ ojitical fint  ^ structure and 
restmance <lata. Tin*. V(*ry ])(‘r(‘i‘ptible discreyiancy in the fitting of tin*, magiudit* 
anisotropy (*an bt*. thtm ast'rilied to a huge ovl-enl to  tho tempt'ratun* dt'.jxuKhuict*. 
of tho param eteir I I  and /  and tlu* concom m itant deptndanct' td’ k\\, Kj , E<\, 
. There is anotlu'i* j>oint to bt* txmsidt'rt'.d. W hile (*alculating tlu* ionic aniso­
tropies a t different t('.mperatun*s, wt* have used tin* dirtx tion cosint's and assiimtsl 
it to be constant \\ i th  tiunyKTatnn* bi' -ause in calt*ulating {K\\ — K i  ) wo have 
used only the direction tiosino of 7v|| against h axis, // ~  0, wliich is not likely to 
change becausi*. of tln^ iMM'uliarity of sym nudry ri*(|uirement in tlu* arrangiuuent 
(►f tlu*. ions in the un it coll. This m ay not be cpiiti* (*om'.ct and yiresent devia­
tion betweem th(^ calculatc^d and e.xperimental anisotropy da ta  m ay lie partly  du(  ^
to  this noglet fn any cas^*, siK^ h a vaiiation of tlu^ direction .*osine with tin*, tom- 
jK'ratun* may lx*. inh('r(*ntly i*(unio<*Uxl n ith changes in the anisotropic cfx^fficionts 
since th a t would change the packing in the unit cell and <;ause an induced distor­
tion in the prim ary Jahn-Tellor Cluster (Cud^)^^ (Van Vice, 1939) Sim^o tlio 
direction (*osines and field param etf'rs appear indi^piaidently, it is not possible in 
the abs(Miee. of hnv temyx^ratun* X -ray da ta  to calculate*, the  effect of tliese changes 
of one uyxui the  other. The ayiyjarent ( hangiis in tln^ ani.sotroy)i(i fields are ob­
viously brought about by anisotroyiii; Ihi'rnial exyiansion of the la tti(!0 wJiich would 
not only (diango oriontations and distances of tho ligand (*harges bu t also changes 
tlie dinx'tion cosines referred to. Moreover, tlie syiin-lattice relaxation proeess 
acting through tho ligand fu*.lds, and responsible for keeping the expiilibrium of tlu^ 
syiiii orientation  energy w ith tlie lattices vibrational and ro tational energy may 
cliange considerably w ith tomyieratun* and m ight (tause an ay^proeiablo change in 
Jahn-T(*llor anisotropy effect. I t  has been assumed here th a t tho  cubic field and 
tho c(mvale.n(*y overlap are indopendont of tcmyx*ratiiro. Though th is is not 
striiigtly correct, th e  effects of these arc perhaps very mucli smaller th an  the effect 
of therm al changes of the anisotropic^ field upon the  m agnetic anisotropy.
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(v) Fitting of the Pammagnetic Resonance Data :
The paramagn(‘tj<* r('sonaiK*<‘ stialy of tliis ( rystal lias lu't'ii don(‘ vor> rix-tMiti}' 
by Sharijoff (1964). MoasurciiK^iits woro ( arni'd out at 77 K. Thongli tlu‘ unit 
C(dl of this (rystal (ontaiiis two pairs of nmgnt4iralJy iin‘(|uivaliait iotis, tiu* [> m.r. 
spectrum coiishts of a single hiu' for all orit‘ntati(Uis of the crystal in tlie i‘xt(‘rnal 
magnetic field. The pi'esciiee of oiu' line in the p.iix.r. sjxs’trum has luuai ascrihcKl 
to the i‘xchangt‘ interaction w'liich (ou])li*s tJi(‘ spins of tlu‘ paramagnetic ions. 
Tn ord('-r to (‘onfirm this and to obtain c(>rre(*t principal ionic f/^ -\ ahu‘s. he studuxl 
f aOs f^ l^  ^ dilutt'd with is^)nior})hous ZnC^ s^ tM^  and obtaiiuxl two liiit^ s.
Tlu‘ exjierniK'ntal pnnci]jal ionic f/.vahus at 77 '^K and theonitical valu(‘s 
(alciilated with our choice of jiaranieters at 90 'Jx art' giv(*n ln*Iow foi* (‘oniparison
( ■al('ulated 
G\\ - 2.410 
-- 2.141 a.
f]x]H‘riin(‘ntaI
2..1S 1 .OOti
2.0S [.006 
u;., iMo.") I. .00(5
The- p.ni.r. spectrum  indicates th a t tlu ‘ (C-ud,)" clusUa' is really oithorliombi(* 
though as is apjam uit from tJie above vahu'S G.t and t/j, the. departuri* from ttdra- 
gonahtv is Tather small so as to justify our tetragimal approximation. It is also 
(‘vidm it tliaf tin* nu^an of (L, and foj about 2.09»‘l is sonunvliat iliffiTimt from our 
U "  2.141 and (i\\ - 2 . 41  from - 2 IIS, Th(‘S(‘ arii to be i^xpiicted sinci^
(1) tli(‘ tem peratures of measunuiKMits f<u' the- two sids are soni(n\hat diffenuit,
(2) th i‘- niix('(l salt used to gid propi'-r re-solution of ji.m r. syxa tra  thougli isomor- 
j)hous w itli t lie j)ure, salt should haxa' a])pre< iably differcint anisotropic ligand lie-ids
(3) and for the n^ason n(»te-(l in previous siu tion najii(9y that- our choice set of Ihc! 
parameU'-rs is t<> soni(‘ <‘xten t d(‘i)end(’nt cm the- cnors in spec troscopic tim‘ structure 
flata, until full (*onsid(‘ration of their teunpeuature- variation has be-en aflowe-d 
for (4) the- dinu tion cosine data. us('<l in magiKitic ncsaiKs was caleulabxl for room 
temptwainn^. Howt‘.ver, the fairly dose- agreement serves as a itlie-ck for our rt'.sult 
and lim iting the  labour in the trial and (UTor ealeulatioii, by giving a t oncc-tlu*. 
orders of m agnitudes of ilu ‘ ]>araui(dims s ta rt witli.
(iv) F itting  of the Fine structure Optical AbsoT2 )tion DaJa :
As has been already disc-us.sod though tlic^  aliove choice- of param eters / /  
and T near 90"/x is not (lomiiatible vi ilh magmdic rlata a t all te-mpe-Tatim‘-s, tliese 
arc (jnite eonsistent w ith the line stru i'ture optiiail ahsorption data  of KcuTguson 
(1964) a t  loAV i(‘inperatur(‘. The tab h ‘ IV shows th a t the agnuuiie.nt h(d\\('-en th(  ^
(taleulaUid and observed valm^-s of tliii (UU'-rgy le-V(4.s are not (piite pm'fe-ct. This 
m ay be- ju s t owing to  rounding off of the valiums of 7/ aiul I  in magnotii* (*aleu[atioiis. 
I t  is also to  bii noted tlia t a small actual diffortmet* may (‘-xist betwe-on the separa­
tions of th e  levels a t  tlio tein])eratiire of observation 77'^K and a t  our tcmipcTaturc 
of m agnetic fitting 90°A".
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(i) Mifui and lU Variaium u^ ith Temperature :
As havo romarkc^l oarlic^ r the magnotic behaviour of tctrahedrally co- 
ordinatc'd salts should be somev hat similar to the octahedrally co-ordinated 
('o-^ salts, slu)wiiig a high anisotropy, high orbital contribution to the magneth; 
moment and larg(^ . d(‘viation from (hirie law. Unfortunately the present crystal 
luung of cubic class, we could not study the magnotic anisotropy directly. How- 
(‘ver a s(*rutiny of its mean im^ment may provide some information in this respect 
through tin*, hightu* order terms involving tlic anisotropic splittings. The effective 
mean moment (pf) of this ion in [(02^ 5)4^ .121 1  is 8.79 as against
8.17 of (xdoJiedralJy co-ordinated Ni-^  ^ ion in ^i(KSO4)2*0H.2O (Bose, 1948) . The 
sf)in only value f(»r the “F ground state of Ni^ * i()n is 2 tS8. The ;jy value for octa­
hedrally co-ordinated Oo^  ^ ion in CoSiFjebHgO at 800‘^ K is 5.01 (Majumdar et al, 
I9()5), the spin only value being 8.87. Thus the*, tetrahedral ion sliovv^ s nearly 
84% orbital contribution compared to about 82% for octahedral Co-*^  and about 
J2% for octahedral as is to be expected. Jn the higher value of spin
orbit (‘oupling compared to Co^+ is no doubt responsible for a large orbital i;ontri- 
bution, even if tlie energy level separation liad been the sam(  ^ A\^ liieh is surely not 
th(^  (^ asf\ since Dq is 4/9 times less in magnitude.
Again th(5 variation o f experimental p /  value o f  the. tl^tralledral Nf-*' with 
t(Muperaturo (Fig. 4) shows a larg(  ^ deviation from th(' Curie law similar to octa­
hedral ion but unlike the octahedral NF* ion in which tJie magnetic moment 
roughly obeys a Curie law. The experimental p/-curve (Fig. 4) shows that the
Tem perature (®k) —►
Kig. 4. Variation of pf^  w ita tom porature in [((JjHr,) jNJ2 NiHi*(.
p /  value first gradually decreases Avith a slope to the temperature axis and then 
after about 200°K the graph has an increasing curvature.
Jt is seen from the Stark pattern of the tetrahedral NF+ ion (Fig. lb; see 
Bose et al, 1965b) that after the spin-orbit (xmpling, a singlet (f>Q lies lowest. Just
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abovo that is a doublot (0j, ^ '2) about 140 and th© noxt highor lovol
2^ (singlet) lies much higher, at nearly 1000 is a non-magnetie level
and so its own (jontribiition to the inagiiotic moment is zero. The contribution 
of (01,01 ) is proportional to el^JkT wh(u*t» D  is the energy se])aration t>f this level 
from the 00- The next highor hwel (02) is too high above to bo populated at ordi­
nary temp(;ratuF(iS, ancl the ooiitrilmtion <>i such level will bo of the high freiptoricy 
typo only. When the tompt^rature (l(uireas(‘.s, the upper doublet (0j, 0'j) will 
gradually be dop(>})ulatod and a stiw ly fall in magnt'tic moment will ri'sult so hmg 
as D  <  h T .  When I )  h T  the rate of doc re,ase will lx* faster and for any furtluu* 
lowering of temperature { D  >hT^  i.o. b o h n v ~  200"K) a stwp fall in magnetic 
moment tiuiding to zm'o (except for high frixpioncy (‘ontrihutions will Result. This is 
very beautifully illustrated in the (^ ase of octahedral  ^ion wliich lias (pialitativoly
the same ligand Hold pallorn ex<;ept as modifi(‘(l hy tlu; fiu t^s that the v^ ahms of 
D  is o n ly ~  S em~  ^ and  ^  ^ lOO cm with a very steej) fall in the p /  ~ T  mirve 
below 10"K (8oigort and Vandon Handel, llh‘17; Ohakravarty, 11)59). In the pre­
sent ease, how(Wer, the experimental curv(*. does not sJiow su(*h a stoop fall, of 
magnetics monumt in our teiinierature range for mainly two reason. The iirst 
is that the range of l(‘m]>erature betweiai 20l)‘^ K to O'^K is sufficitmt to cause a more 
gradual fall and the higli fro(juem;y ( ontribillions an* of more importarieo. The 
other more interesting r(*,asuii is that tlic anisotropic fitdd may (diange with tempera­
ture in such a way as to counteract the raltj of ihicroase of the moment. This 
will be discussed in details bedow.
(ii) F i t t ln f j  o f  th e  m t^tm  s tm x 'p t ih U it i /  data- loUfi t /w  D e ta ile d  T h e o r y  :
B y  fitting tlio exporimeiital data with the expression of susceptibility given 
in expiation (8) as discussed earlier, wo find (Table V) that tlio sot of values of the 
parameters so obtaiiuid are. : P \\ ~  -240 eni“ ,^ P ±  — —375 cm~  ^ Oil — H-7,
=  1.024 and A -—1020 cm~h Under tlu  ^ present circumstances, wo are not
T A B L K  V
P|| — -2 4 0  cm 1 Oil ^  H-700
P  -  -375 cm '1 Oi ^  * -<>24
A — -—1029 ciir ^
Temperature
Kxponmontal Thoorotiml
-----Devirttionn
"K K x W V p K  <10«i i p in  K
3 0 0 r>986 1 4 .3 6 6008 1 4 .4 1 -  22
2 6 0 6 8 4 0 1 4 .2 2 6 8 4 0 1 4 .2 2 0
180 95.36 1 4 .7 2 9421 1 3 .5 6 4- 115
1 4 0 1 1909 13 33 11643 1 3 .0 3 +  2 6 6
9 0 1 7358 1 2 .4 9 15732 1 1 .3 2 1626
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ablo to soparatoly (lalculato a,'s, from P 's and Q'h. P\\ and Pj. can then
be further MTitUm as P\\ — aK\\^ and Pj. === ol'Ri f  where ^  —325 cin“ )^ is the 
free ion value and so ctR\\ =  0.74 and a'Rx =  1.15. P*(|| or J^ ) is the reduction 
factor asaofiakvd with the matrix elements for spin-orbit coupling. These reduc­
tions are. duo to the. anisotropic overlap of the surrounding «-and p-charge clouds 
and the admixture of configuration, a, cxf arc the effective Lande’
sjditting factors in the crystal and are different fnmi tlui value 3/2 for the case of 
an isotrojhc field.
From thf> Table. V we find that at 300'^K and at 260''K the agroemont between 
th(i experimental and tlieoretically calculated values is well wdthin the experimental 
errors. But at lower temp(^ratures, this difference iiKToases beyond experimental 
error, e.g., at IS0°K it is 1 .2%, at U i^K  ^  3.0% and at 90°K -  9%. This 
shows that ther(  ^is a systematic; increase in the difference between the experimental 
and theon^tically calculated values. In the plot, the theoretical (jurve as
w(^  have discussed earlier shows a steeper fall after 200°K than the (ixperimental 
curve. This discro])ancy is evidently only due to the fact tliat wo have assumed 
A, the anisotropy field coefficient as (;onstant witli temperature, the other factors 
controlling the (;iirvatur(; mentionetl hoft)ro namely the range of temperature 
through whi(;h tJie population of the level (j>\) is drained into the lowest 
state <}>Q and high frequency contribution being already taken into account in thi^  
theory. From what we have discussed earlier, this variation of A witli tem­
perature is just as mm;h as is required to \\ipe out this discrepant;y at the different 
temperatures and evidently must occurring in this salt as in the otlu^r cases. 
Of course, as A changes, the relative values of P[i, P^ and Q\\, Qx also change witli 
temperature, thus sharing the task of wiping out the disi;ropancy and keeping the 
apparent variation of A to reasonable magnitmles. This is particularly true for the 
tetrahedral (;omplexes in which the anisotropic, fiidd admixtures and overlaps are 
( oniparativt'ly larger than in t lu'. ot talu^flral (;emplcx(\s and temperature variation 
of A may have greater mfluou(;e on (P||, ) and (Q\\, Qj,) than in tholaku* case,
however, as we have discussed earlier, we could net calculate the a(;tual temperaturi' 
vatiations of the parameters l)0(;aust; then we c.ould not decide the values of the 
parameters uniquely with tiie liolp of optical absorption and means sus(;cptibility 
data alone, which are rather insensitive to the variations of the anisotropic field 
with temperature. So w'o have to remain satisfied by giving only the systematic 
deviation between the exporimental and theoretical values.
(c) (70^*+
(i) Room Temperature Mean Moment and Anisotropy :
As we have seen earlier, the magnetic behaviours of the tetrahedrally co­
ordinated Co+2 should be similar to octahedral Ni^+. The effective mean moment 
of tetrahedral Co®^  ion is 3 0 0 in C0CS3CI5 is 4.67, the epin only value being 
3.87, so that the orbital contribution is about 20 percent. This contribution
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in the case of octahedral Co*+ and Ni*+ liave boon already calenlnted to bo about 
30 and 12 percents resp^tively. Thus we observe tliat the orbital contribution 
in tetrahedral Co*+ lies in between octaliedral Ni'-‘+ and Co-'. It is to be rojnem- 
bered that the spin-orbit (coupling in Co'=i is loss than half of Ni2+ so that orbital 
contribution in the former should have bt e^n smaller. But on the other hand, 
the cubic field s»>paration in the tetral>»«lral is less tlian half of octahedral 
Ni*+ which obviously more tJian makes up the deficiency. This very likely arises 
from the appreciable difference in the contributions from the higher order terms 
in erjuation (9) and is also from diffen'iiccs in the anisotropic field con.stants, 
covalency factors and spin orbit coupling resduetions in tlio tw'o cases.
Again the magnetic ani.sotrofw and mean sus< eptibility of tetrahedral Co'** 
ion (Table ITT) at 300°K are
A '| |- A j .=  f)52xlO-*
K — 9093 y IO-«
The above data show tliat the ani.sotropy is .small, only about 7 percent. 
The magnetic data for octahodral Oo '^ ion in Co(KS04)».6H30 at 300°K (Bose, 
1948) are
A”,, - - A\ -  3090x10-5
A' -- I0.M4X10-®
showing an anisotropy of nearly .30 p<*rcent. But the corresponding values for 
octahedral Ni*+ in at .300”K (Bose H u1, 195S) are
A'li- Aj. -  202x10-8
K ^  4393x10-8
so that the anisotropy i.s only about 0 ]K»rcent. All these facts an' in accord with 
the theory of Van Vleck (1932).
After this work was conipletcMl and whiki this dctaileil report of the work was 
being prepared, Figgis et nl (June, 1904) jmblislu'd a jiajiei on the magnidic mea­
surements of this crystal. A jireliininary rejiort of our work was, however, 
already stmt by us in February 1964 lor rtvuiing at tlie International conference 
on Magnetism, held at Nottingham. It wmdd be ,s('on that tlie mean suscejitibi- 
lity data of Figgis ei al (1964) and that of ours are in goal agreement but the ani­
sotropy data at room temperature differs nearly by 0 percent The reason of this 
different^ may be duo to throe factors.
(a) They have measured the anisotropy taking K3Fo(CN)g as secondary 
and have taken its room temperature anisotropy values from Guba (1950) who 
had taken the standard room temperature data from the earlier works of Krishnan 
et al (1936) when the anisotropy method was yet to bo well standardised. I t  has 
been actually shown by Stout and Griefol (1950) and Datta (1954) by more
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accmralo mi^asure^monts that tho va.ues obtaimnl by them in many cases differed 
Avid(*>ly from tluv i‘-arli('ir uu^asuremonts of Krislinan et al (1934, 1936) and hence 
the hif^ Ji vahu^ H obtained by Figgis ei al (\964) may bo duo to this reason. I t  can 
bo montionofl that our anisotropy data agrees Wtdl with Krislinan et al (1938) 
wh(^ n their method was much improved.
(b) Figgis et al (1964) have adopted the old critical (couple method, which 
is in many ways inferior to our present null method particularly for low anisotropies 
shown by Butta-Hoy (1958) and has been already disentssed at lemgth.
(c) Anisotr<»pies of shape and diamagnetism hav(  ^ not been corrected for by 
Figgis et al (1964) which may important for (nystals with low magnetic aniso­
tropy.
(ii) Variation of Ionic Momenin and Ionic A)tisotro'py Moment with Tempera- : 
tim^ :
The ionic momcMits (7i^  • T) parallel and perpendicular to tho tetragonal axis 
have boon plotted against t(*jJiporature in Fig. 5. Tho temperature variations
l^ ig. 5. Variation of K .^T with Tomporature m (JotJSaCL:,.
B ig. 6. V a r ia ti o n  o f  ( K , ,  -  K i ) .  w it li  to m p e r a tu re  in  CoCs^Clr,
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of ionin momonts lor both th(  ^ diroctions ar(^  iioarly siniilar and obov tlu  ^ Ciirio- 
W(U88 law with siuall difforont valuos of Woiws (*onstant TJio ionic* niojiuuits 
of octahodrally co-ordinatolyNi2+ salts also show similar bt^liavious.
Tho curve of (A'||—/v T against (Fig. 0) shows that the values of (^K.T) 
inorc'^ases with temperature, as in octahodrally c*o-ordinatod Ni-* ion, thoiigli the 
increment in the latter casc^  is less tiian in tlic^  fonuer. This valuer in the* c^ ase of 
octahedral Co‘*^+ ion also incrcniscvs vith temperatim^s.
(iii) Fithng of the Mean SHscepfihilifg and Anisotnfpg Data with thr Detailed 
theory :
The results of thc‘. fitting of tlic^  exporimcuital data with tlic (expressions of 
ionic snscoptibilitios are given in Ta])le VI. From the tables we firnl that in ordcu'
TABLE VI
325 cm*' C\\ -148 cm ' k\\
H
1
--- 173 cm ' 
-  -2G  cm-'
153 cm*I
0.920
0.000
(1) Paramagnetic Resonance Data 
P^xpcrimcmtai 
(at 00“K)
.711 - 2.3210.04 
(j^   ^ 2.27±0.04 
2D ^  —0.0 cm '
,711
7x
21)
Thoorcitical
- 2.377
- 2.324
- 6 . 0  c m '
Magnetic Susceptibility and Anisotroj)y data :
K xTjerim ontiil T hcornl icul
T e m p e r a  turo-------- -------- •—  —-------—  — — - - -  ■
° K vlO O (All i c x i u  (All K l  ) /
3U0 9 0 9 3 6 5 2 9106 654
10875 790 10872 799
2 0 0 13300 1073 13396 1037
150 17264 1581 J7676 1496
90 2 7 8 0 7 .3248 29115 3084
to fit the (‘experimental data betw(^en our temp(U‘ature range, the orbital reduction 
factors have to be takem as K|| 0.920 and — 0.906 and tlie spin-orbit coupl­
ing coefficient as -  -1 4 8  (mi-' and -  -153 cm tlu  ^ free ion value b(mig 
—180 cm”'. These reduc^tions indicate an apprecuabk^ anisotropic (^onvaloncy 
overlap between the 3d orbitals of Co^ "^  ion and tlio s- and p-orbitals of the ligand 
chh^rios. The values of the second and fourth order tetragonal field paramotf^rs, 
H  and I  have been chowiii, consistent with spectroscopic data, as II ^  173 cm-^
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and T - 2f)cni"  ^ It is obsc'rvevl that tho fitting of both the anisotropy and 
moan siisci^ ptibility data is within the* (‘Xperiniontal tNrrors at 300°K, but inoroasod 
difforonecs botW(*f‘n tlu^  oxporimontal and thoorotioally (calculated values are 
ol)Sfcrv(‘d at loiv(*r t(miptcratiin‘S, so much so that at this difference is about
f) perc(‘nt. and much beyond thc^  limit of (^ X})erinumtal errors. The reason of this 
dis(*r('pan(‘V is as follows. Wt* hav<‘. assunued all the parameters to remain (constant 
wit h tem|)(crat,ur(c. But tlusn* ar(^  adequate exp(M*imontal findings to show that at 
l(cast tlu‘ anisotropic field f)aram('t(^ rs do vary with tomporatimc, often (considerably 
(Hos(‘ c/<//, IfMiO IfiOla, 19011>, 10(54). A consideration of the variation of tlm abovt- 
tif‘ld param(‘t(^ rs may lead to a b(ctt<er fitting of th(^  moan susceptibility and aniso- 
trojjy at all hmi pc Takings. If // and /, the indccpendeiit anisotropic field para- 
nu‘tccrs, arc assunued to vary with temperatu^  ^ our S(ct of mean sus(‘eptibility and 
anisotropy data would be just enough to give a unique solution of their values 
at otiuu temp(cratur(‘S, consistant w ith the. room temp(cratur(c vahucs (>f parameters 
fitting the synM-troseopic data. But then it would not be possibh^  to vary i'n, 
Icx and 1^1 which tlnuigh d(q)(cndent on H  and T  are not (explicitly ndated to 
them. It is then (wid(mt that tlio room temperature para]U(^ tors thoiigli uni(iu(^ ly 
determined from magneti(* and sj)e(ctroscopic data can not fit at low temperatures. 
We (could have t^ xactlj^  fittcxl the entire range of values of susc(cptihility and .aniso­
tropy iiitli a hypothetical fixed set of paramokers using only th(^  magiuctic m(Wuro- 
ments since we hav(c (cnougli magneti(c data for this j)urposo, l)ut his set of para­
meters would not ho consistent with sp(^ ctroscopi(c or r(csonanc(^  data. In our 
present (calculation since we could not consider siuch variation in H  and T as wadi 
I^h fi absenc(c of tomy)orature variation data on sp(^ ctroscopi(c
absorption and paramagnetic resonance. W(c had to remain satisfied by showing 
that the fixtal sot of paramotors consistent with spectroscopic absorption data at 
room tempewature (could not give unicpie fitting with the oxp(^ rimental data at all 
Uunporatures. This is further brouglit out by tlie fact tliat the zero-field splitting 
( —() (*m calculaitcd uniquely at room temperature is appnsciably different from 
tluc (experimental value —9 ccin  ^ at low' tomperatuiH*. The very porcey)tibl(c and 
consistently increasing dis(cre])ancy in the fitting of anisotr(4)y and mean suscepti­
bility at otlucr temperatures can then be as(crihed to a large (^ xt(»nt to the toiipera- 
t uro dopondonco of tlu'c j»aramotors H  and / and (‘onecommitant dependonco af ^^(|, 
. fill • Evidently the fixed set of param(>ters at all tempccrakires and a zero- 
field splitting as largo as ™20 cm~* postulated by Figgis et al (1964) is against 
all exptvrimontal facts even if tlie largo errors in their anisotropy values is over- 
look(vd. They have further postulated a weak super excchange interaction (J  
--'0.5 cm~’) between Co^  ^ ions through the nearest intormevliaty chlorines to (dose 
up the still existing discert^ pancy with the theory. It is of course possible that such 
a small exchange interaction exists though p.m.r. (Hall and Hayes, 1960) and 
Zooman field splitting studies (Judd, 1964) do not report any. But even taking 
into account this interaction, causing a small departure from Curie Law, the whole
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from this law can not be covered unless a viay unliktdy obs(u*ve(^ l dt^partun' value 
of zero-field splitting is taken as doin' by Figgis t ( al (UH)4) on an adiioc basis.
(ivi Fitting of the Panmmgnetic Eesonance Data ;
Param agnetic n^srmamro iiieasunuuents on the sirigk? (lyrstals of ('oC^s^Clg 
were done by Bowers and Own (1955) and by H all and Hyc^s (I9(>0) a t 90 K  The 
sot of tho theoretical param eters wliicli gives good fit with the suscc'ptihility and 
anisotropy d a ta  a t  room tenn)eratim ‘ was utilised to eal(utlat(Mi tho V/' and 
values. Tho experinuMital and theoretical values an^ given bt'low •
Experimental 
(JW — 2.32±0.04 
f/x — 2.28-tb.d4 
2D  — -- 9.0 cm"^
TlitMuetical 
r/.i -  -^877 
r/x - 2.325 
2D  -- -^0.0 ein
It would be seen that there is a small but appiXNciablf' dillerem^ e l)etAA(u;n the 
expc'rimontal and theoretical valmss ])articnlarJy the D  \ nlm'. This diffonuice 
betweiui them is due to the fact that we havi* (*alculat(^ d tlu\ and I) with tlu'. lielf) 
of parameters which give good lit with tJic nu^ aii siec<'[)tibility and anisotvojiy 
data only at rooiu tempi'rature. Hencc' tiu' czlciilated g^  and 2D  valuc.s rtd'er to 
th(‘. values at room tomjieraturc wlieri'as tlie experimental vahnis ar<‘ for 90K. 
This show^ s a variation of th<^  \7 ’ and 2D  vahu'S in thif- Ounperatun' region indi­
cating a (‘hange in th<^  (crystal lield as W(^  had anticipatt‘.d earlier. It is to b(‘ 
noted that Figgis ef o/’s vahuN for 2D  is - 20 cm wlmdi docs not agret^  in 
magnitudi^  with the r(‘-sonan(H‘- values.
(v) Fitting of the Optical Ahsorpti<m Dai<t .
As had already binui discussiMl, although tiu above ehoico (»f parameters 
dtrived from susceptibility au<l aiiisotn>[»y data, is not (Mmijiatiblc with the 
magnetic data at all UmijKratiires, th(‘s<^ arc (pute consistent with the tim*. 
structure optical abs(»rption data at room temperature'. (\>nsidering cuf>ic and 
tetragonal fields and spin-orbit coupling, the main bands Vj, and Vg break into six 
coiupfinents which are in good agreement witJi th<* (^ xporiiuontal line* structure 
levels (Cotton et al, 1901).
A N  A P i* A Ji K N 'f 1) J S C It K P A N (  ^Y B R 'J’ VV K E N S R  U T T U It A \ j
A N A L Y S I S  A N D  M A G N K T 1 < J M E A S II K 1'^  M E N T S j NT
(^ uCs.Cb
As we have swn earlier, the structural analysis of CUCS2CI4 by Holmohlz and 
Kruh (1952) rev€*.alb that tho tetrahedron of four chlorine atoms is compressed 
along the tetragonal axis and the other two perpendicular axes are equal. Hence 
the field along this direction might have botut considered to be stronger tlian along 
the former would have been quenched to a greater extent than in the perpendicular
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(lirtM tiuii; ( 0118^ (111011^ ^’ would appear to })o greater than ^n- But we oxperi- 
juentall^ ob^ t^Tvc*. that A']] in greater than A jl . "I'his is supported by the spcctros- 
co])i(; siudi(*s (Ferguson, Jb(>4) showing that the singlet is below the doublet 
2^2 as is to b(* (*\jKHited in this east*, and also directly by the e.s.r. studios of Sharnoff 
(19b4) gicing A sbniJar results lias })(»(mi obtained n^eently in FeSiFg*6HyO
(trigonal (jrystal, spa(?(* g?‘oup molecule in the unit eoIB whc^ ro
neutron diffraction studh^s (Hamilton, 19(51) indii^ate the (Fe(6H20)]^+octahedron 
to be* elongat(*d, W'h(Wc‘,as magnetic mc^asurcanents of Jacjkson (1959) and Bose and 
Kai (19G5) uniejuely show that >  K\\,
A (jualitative- explanation of the present discrepancy was givtm by Mitra 
(19(54) w'ho tri(‘d to account for this on tlu  ^ basis of anisotropic covalency 
ov(ulaj) of th(‘ orbitals of the ligands and the metal ion, w’hich in consecpience may 
cause an anisol ro])ic rculuction of the orbital moiiKuit in a scuise opposite to tliat of 
thc^  flattcaing of tlie tc^trahedron. A look at the ligand fi(4d parameters given in 
Tabh' V indicates that tlu  ^ orbital factor A\ has been rc‘rluced anisotrojiically to 
K|| - O.SI and Kj, — 0.72 along and perpcaidicular to the tcitragonal axis, res­
pectively, thus show ing that the covalency overlap along the pcwjHmdiciilar direction 
2S pcwccHit. The idfect of covalcmc.y ovc'rlaj) in gcmeral is to reducic the orbital 
moment, llcuiee the n'duc-tion of tlu  ^orbital moment in tlu  ^ perpendicular direc­
tion of th orbital moment in the perp(mdi(;idar direction is nearly 9 perc(uit more 
than in tlu' parallel direction, and this in spitt  ^ of th(  ^s(juatii(iss of the tetrahedron 
may r(‘.dm*e th(‘- sus(u‘.])tibility along the ])crpondiciilar direction, so mu(;h so that it 
becomes smaller than th(‘- siisc.t'.ptibility along the paralkd direction i.e. bei;omes 
less than /v|[.
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